Long-term outcomes of reoperations following repair of partial atrioventricular septal defect.
Partial atrioventricular septal defect (pAVSD) is repaired with excellent long-term survival. However, up to 25% of patients require reoperations. This study reviews results of reoperation following pAVSD repair at a single institution. From 1975 to 2012, 40 patients (16%, 40/246) underwent reoperation following pAVSD repair at the study institution. The data were retrospectively reviewed. The mean time to reoperation was 5.4 ± 5.8 years. The most common reoperations were left atrioventricular valve (LAVV) surgery (78%, 31/40) and resection of left ventricular outflow tract obstruction (20%, 8/40). The most common cause for LAVV surgery was regurgitation through the cleft (58%, 18/31), followed by central regurgitation (29%, 9/31). Most cases of LAVV regurgitation were treated by repair (77%, 24/31), rather than replacement (23%, 7/31). Since the introduction of a patch augmentation technique for LAVV repair in 1998, the rate of repair has increased from 54 to 94% (P = 0.012). The early mortality rate was 2.5% (1/40). The survival rate was 90% (95% CI: 76-96) at 10 years and 83% (95% CI: 60-94) at 20 years. The rate of freedom from further reoperation was 66% (95% CI: 46-80) at 10- and 20-year follow-up. The most common cause for reoperation following pAVSD repair was LAVV regurgitation through the LAVV cleft. Reoperation is performed with survival comparable to that of primary pAVSD repair, yet the rate of further reoperations remains high. The patch augmentation technique for LAVVR has significantly increased the rate of successful LAVV repair.